Vsc trac toyota sequoia

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! My Sequoia
VSC system has been on and off since the vehicle was few years new. Very disappointing. The
lights came on lesser last few years. Now the power brake is gone! In order to do that, I have
shifted my chair much toward the brake paddle. So if you have VSC problem, you should send it
to dealer to fix under their recall and hopeful help you to have peace for a little while. As for us, I
am still trying to get Toyota Corporate to agree to fix the VSC system free this time too as this is
a well known problem - default parts. Please check other links and other drivers' experience and
comments. I will do my part immediately after sharing. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. July edited July in Toyota. I have a Sequoia - k miles - one owner. Dealer
serviced. About three months ago I took it in for service before leaving on a weekend roadtrip about miles round trip. We stopped for gas about two hours in and when I pulled back out onto
the highway, the VSC warning light began to flicker. I was going 60 - 65 mph on clean, flat, dry
pavement. The transmission was not making any noises. If I remained in the mid 50's or less, no
problem. If I accelerated, the VSC would flicker and the car would slow. I drove on to our
overnight in Vermont, nursing it along. The next day, we got in the car and headed off home
with no issues. Stopped for gas about 2 hours in and then the same problem repeated as we got
back onto the highway. I took it to the dealer. They kept it for three days but could not recreate
the problem. The computer did not register that the VSC Warning was ever activated but they
did find that the steering was slightly out of alignment which they said could cause the VSC
Warning to activate. The car drove fine in May and June but I can't recall any long drives. Two
weeks ago, mife wife drove to Laguardia to drop off my son for a flight. It stops before she gets
home and seems to be driving fine. Last weekend I drive an hour North to Brownstone and on
the way back it acts up again. It has now been at the dealer for 5 days and they can't recreate
the issue or find a problem. Computer doesn't register the issue. CV boots are all fine. This I
know they checked was part of the service back in April before issue started. I don't know what
else they have checked. We're stumped. Has anyone else experienced this issue or have any
ideas? The truck is clean and has never been in an accident. July Equal wear and inflation for
ALL 4 tires? My best guess is that you have a brake dragging, one tire is "overheating" as a
result. Sticking rear e-brake most likely. August Having the same problem with my 02 Sequoia.
Wife took it on a long road trip last weekend and had "vsc trac" indications on two different
occasions. She said it beeped and from what she described, the vehicle pulled to one side. The
temperatures were well above degrees both days. I have also been experiencing a shaking in
the rear end while applying braking pressure. Even made nervous while driving in the
mountains going down a decline. Had the same thing a couple of years ago and replaced the
front rotors. Any ideas? We didn't experience pulling. RPMs would increase with the accelerator
but mph would not. In at least 4 of the 5 occurrences, we had been driving for an hour or more
and stopped briefly 3 times for gas and 1 time I recreated the scenario by stopping in a rest
stop. The problem started when we got back on the highway. I drove straight to the dealer when
it occurred the last time, left the vehicle running but, alas, nothing registered on the computer.
They cleaned the speed sensors found oil on one and now we are keeping our fingers crossed.
I'm heading out on Tuesday and will see if I can recreate the issue. Most likely a loose, failing
yaw sensor, second possibilty, much less likely, a interittent stearing wheel rotational position
sensor. Sounds as if the VSC is trying to correct for a yawing condition over-under stearing that
doesn't actually exist. Well, my test on Tuesday didn't go so well. I was able to make the issue
occur again so it appears the speed sensor is not the issue. This time, I had been driving about
45 minutes. I turned the cruise control on and as soon as I accelerated, the warning light
flickered and the car slowed - no beep, no engine light. So here is what I can tell you: It has
happened 9 times. All instances were on flat dry pavement. The warning light will flicker when at
highway speeds, with the car in neutral and the accelerator is pressed. The steering wheel
alignment has been checked. The speed sensors have been cleaned. This one is easy. We just
had the same problem, my wife fixed it yesterday. Go buy yourself a pint of brake fluid, top off
the reservoir. Problem solved. We had our Sequoia brakes worked on right before we went on a
long road trip. The mechanic must have spilled some brake fluid. Then we started have sudden
power dumps while at highway speed. Thought we had a really bad problem, even rented a
minivan for a day because we were afraid to drive it, and we had to get somewhere. About a
year ago we had similar indications, but we also had an ABS light. That problem was a bad O2
sensor, which went away when we replaced the two upstream O2 sensors. Check your brake
fluid, if it is low, fill it up just past the high mark. December Just saw this post as I was looking
for something else and thought I would comment. Was it the gas cap was loose or missing?
Toyota has lights for all sorts of systems, yet is the gas cap is not on properly the VSC light
comes on! Wonder who the dim-witted engineer was that designed that. April Looked on the

forums and reset the gas cap to get lights to go off. A day later they came on again this time
with the engine light flashing. Not what I wanted to hear, but not terrible. According to the
technician a spark plugged worked loose allow combustion gases to melt the cylinder head and
distort it. I'm just wondering if anyone else has ever had this issue or heard of this issue.
Lassen Park, ft elevation, construction on the road with oil and gravel just applied. Just after
changing lanes to the slick gravel lane forced by cones both VSC lights and the check engine
light lite up. I read somewhere I am miles into a trip and in the middle of nowhere. Off to a
do-it-yourself car wash. I don't like spending the money but I don't like staring at warning lights
even if the car Sequoia, seems to be running just fine with no other apparent issues. I plug in
the checker and clear every warning logged into the computer. Checker unplugged, fired up the
car, no warning lights. Continued for more miles with no issues. I don't know if the oil
caused??? Who knows. This is a Sequoia 4WD with K miles, otherwise a completely error free
vehicle. January Sign In or Register to comment. I usually put car in neutral , turn car off, then
restart. This will reset the light. GuruZL7HW answered 3 years ago. When both lights came on I
put in park, turn car off then I cranked car back up, so far has disappeared. GuruY4QHQ
answered 3 years ago. Is it a design problem, can it be disconnected? Its a real pain in the ass,
with bandage solutions. I had the same problems with a Lexus, they kept their heads in the sand
with know solutions only to resolve the problem on the next year model I have a Toyota Sequoia
with the same problem. I tried one of the suggestions, I put it in neutral, turned the car off,
waited a few minutes then cranked the car with it still in neutral and it worked. Peter answered 2
years ago. You have a defective yaw sensor I believe. Get an icarsoft or other diagnostic
scanner specifically for a Toyota will show you the code in the ABS category As I recalll and it
will point to this sensor located under the console. Get a used one off eBay and forget about a
new one. Easy fix. Plug and play. Good luck. Let's do answered 2 years ago. It just happened to
me in my Toyota Sequoia v8 4. I guess it is a problem that because of the Mass Air Flow Sensor
ir dirty, the engine has lower revolutions in idle and the charge system lowers performance and
affects some indicators. I'm guessing here, but definitively, cleaning the MAFS solved my issue.
GuruHYQ8S answered about a year ago. Something else is the problem but the check engine
light may not have come on yet. Your vehicle will disable the traction control as a safety feature.
For me, I needed a new o2 sensor. Marc answered about a year ago. O2 sensor? Which one? Im
pretty sure it didnt fix the problem. Steven answered about a year ago. Try tightening or
replacing the gas cap for a hopefully cheap fix. HugeGrand answered about a year ago. For me
It first started to appear around k mi maybe? I assumed the heat was interfering with aged parts
etc, but then My only guess is that the computer s that manage this system may start to adapt
or re-establish good communications after say, a standard break service, or continued breaking
in or passing of interfering pollutants in one of these systems, etc etc I dunno I suggest
continuing the above low tec solutions already discussed, I tried them all and they mostly work
somewhat , and then wait and see a few thousand miles at the most. Guru1B3QG answered
about a year ago. Chiming in again, Im at around k and still no errors. I'm two inspection in as
well. GuruPR4PB answered about a year ago. The 3 lights: vsc off, vsc trac. O2 sensors,
scanning tool. Luis A. I haven't done it myself, but after a lot of research it seems to be
something called "yaw sensor. If this works for you, please let me know. Thank you. HugeGrand
answered 11 months ago. That was a very helpful link. It's a new one to me, and it seems
appropriate and related as a cause. HugeGrand answered 9 months ago. The lights came back!
This time with a check engine light instead of an E break light. I'm looking into this new issue
now. HugeGrand answered 7 months ago. Turns out to be a separate yet related issue One or
both of The "Air fuel ratio sensors" basically another bank of O2 sensors inside the engine have
gone bad and since the engine is very much electronically controlled, it's creating a cascading
array of system errors. The only way to fix it is to remove the top end of the engine and do
someother misc part replacements at the same time suggested service. HugeGrand answered 3
months ago. Major update!!!! I found a great mechanic who was telling me the opposite of what
all the other trusted mechanics around my way, and similar comments above noted etc. I'm sure
there can be mechanical causes, sensor failures, vacuum leaks etc, but he suspected an
electronic short 'confusing the computer' and triggering a cascade of errors down the line. He
used a lap top to do some crazy electronic coms via the obd port and wayyyyyy above my pay
grade. After making my truck do all kinds of werid clicks and whirrs and bla bla, he discoverd it
was a harness connecting the two front O2 sensors. That was it. A simple short. For me this
also explains how the issue was random at first, then intermittent and had seemed to
mysteriously self correct for about miles I'm guessing till the short went full FUBAR. The short
was related to a wiring harness that connects the O2 sensors right behind the front manifolds. I
figure it was slight wear at first, then it finally gave way on a strong bump or something when all
the lights popped on again. Happy ending! So far. Michael answered 3 weeks ago. The 4x4

switch next to it works. My sequoia vsc trac and trac off and ABS lights are on and have already
replace the ABS and the yaw rate sensor and did the zero point calibration and still didn't work
and is making a noise wh Just changed front pads and rotors on 07 Sequoia. Now vsc off, vsc
trac, and brake lights are all on. When test driving the brakes make a loud noise when coming to
a full stop. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Sequoia
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota
Sequoia Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Sequoia owners also say the VSC trac lights activate at the same time
a severe "pull" in the steering wheels can be felt. Owners of the Sequoia SUVs say the pull in
the steering is caused by VSC systems that activate the brakes without warning while driving.
The owner of a Toyota Sequoia said in addition to the pulling sensation, the ability to stop the
SUV was a serious problem. Vsc-trac and trac-off lights randomly illuminated on dry, level
pavement when brakes were applied, causing a loud grinding noise much louder than normal
application of anti-lock brakes , and car pulled and would not stop no matter how hard the brake
pedal was pressed. A Texas Sequoia owner complained about a feeling of the steering wheel
being jerked along with the VSC warning lights activating. Problem has been occurring
intermittently for months. Can be at highway speeds, but also happens at any speed. Very
dangerous and scary. The complaints about feeling the steering wheel "jerk" seems to be
common, as NHTSA says many of the complaints allege a jerking feeling even when no pull of
the steering wheel is experienced. From here, the government could find no cause to proceed
and close the investigation. Read complaints from owners about brake and steering problems in
the Toyota Sequoia SUVs under investigation:. Toyota Sequoia 'vehicle stability control' VSC
trac lights come on and suddenly activate brakes. This is my only way to make money and my
only transportation.. I need answer and help Thanks. Ray answered 2 years ago. Hopefully
someone will have a legitimate answer to the question. Leah answered about a year ago. My car
actually started vibrating while I'm driving, as if it was trying to gain control, yet I was going
straight. GuruSS8M9 answered about a year ago. The first time it was the rear brakes and brake
caliber. Then it was the sway bar links, which were just replaced. A week later it's back on and
sometimes does this weird thing like bumping when applying the brakes. After sitting for 4 days
while I was out of town, the light is now off again. Does anyone know what else could cause it to
come on? The traction light is not coming on with it this time. This leads to shaking and also
more consumption of fuel. I drove my car over few days for few hundred kilometres hoping that
problem would self rectify before taking it to the mechanic. I changed 3 coils with scrap coils
from a corolla model and paid around USD 50 for it including the labour cost. The car works
beautifully now. Guru1BLD2 answered about a year ago. If the car is shaking definitely coils
need to be replaced. But also ensure that the inside wiring is good bcox otherwise it will keep
showing error. My check engine light trac light and vsc light all came on at once after i got an oil
change it will not turn off. The trac lights normally went off after pushing the trac button and
restarting it Drove miles from Fl to NH no problems. Park car for the night get up to go to work
in a. Brake pedal to the floor and the heavy thing just barley comes to a hault. Had to My
sequoia vsc trac and trac off and ABS lights are on and have already replace the ABS and the
yaw rate sensor and did the zero point calibration and still didn't work and is making a noise wh
Just changed front pads and rotors on 07 Sequoia. Now vsc off, vsc trac, and brake lights are all
on. When test driving the brakes make a loud noise when coming to a full stop. I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Sequoia question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota Sequoia Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I bought this Sequoia
new from the dealer and still own it. It has never been right since I've owned it. The dealer sold it
to me with after market rims and tires. When I took it back to the dealer with the VSC issues they
said nothing can be done because it has after market rims and tires, a catch So I've been
dealing with it since day one. When I come off the freeway and turn right on the long on ramp,
the buzzer goes off, VSC light, Trac Off and ABS lights all come on, and the brakes shutter and
the entire Sequoia shakes until I finish the turn. If I'm on a windy mountain road the same thing
happens. I have found many youtube videos with the same problem and worse. This is should

be recalled on all Sequoia's. I have recently purchased stock size rims and tires, however the
problem is not resolved. Toyota knows about the problem, however does not accept
responsibility. Based on my research on the Web, it could be steering wheel position sensor,a
skid ECU, a zero point calibration, a yaw rate sensor among many other opinions. I recently
found a article which states the following "Toyota was aware that there were issues with the
SUV's vehicle stability-control system midway through its model year, but considered it to be a
"drivability issue, not a safety issue," says John Hanson, spokesman for the company. This
problem is there since a very long time before miles and I believe it is certainly a subject to
recall but Toyota does not care. Dealer concluded that these lights are ON due to some other
reason and not related to all other recall notices and will not tell me the root cause until I pay
them for additional diagnostic. Dealer also refused to perform all other recall services until I pay
and get this problem fixed first. So, I came back. Took it to the another Toyota dealer for the
next round of oil change service and they at least performed all other recall services without
asking any question but left these lights ON. Would appreciate some low cost solution and
recommendations in this regard. Each time it comes on I go to the auto shop for a read out. That
SH.. It was already a problem before miles. I ignore it. Toyota is bad when it come to this
problem. Many complaints about Seqouia of any year. After reading all the other complaints, on
this and other websites, the problem doesn't appear to be simply Toyata being mad at me.
Except for this problem, the Toyota Sequoia has been one of the most reliable vehicles I've ever
owned and that includes a number of Cadillacs, three Benz-types, and some other cool stuff. It
just seems counter-productive for the Toyota folks to ignore a problem that could develop into a
real hazard. VSC Tract light keep staying on after repairing and now the rear winshield motor is
acting up. I do not want to buy this car in the future. I complained to Toyota and they opened a
case for me. They told me to take the Sequoia to the dealership to be checked out and they
would be in touch. The car stayed there 1 week. We got our called today that Toyota would not
pay anything toward a fix because the car was too old and not under warranty. This issue has
nothing to do with misuse, or age it has to do with a manufacturer defect that is affecting many
other Sequoias. I told them they needed to recall this. I am hearing a horrible grinding noise
when the car is in reverse now and according to a very reputable mechanic there is nothing
wrong with the car! Bottom line Toyota isn't taking this seriously and I pray nothing happens to
me or my children while driving this car. Good luck people! I bought the Sequoia new in During
the life of the vehicle, I have had the dealership check out the problem at least 6 times. While
under warranty, it wasn't a concern. Nor did the light stay on for long. I have brought the
problem up to Toyota customer service twice. They don't care! Hopefully we will be the next
recall! Same as all the others with Sequoia VSC lights and engine light came on at the same
time around 94, miles. I don't know if I believe them or not. I would rather disable the Vehicle
Skid Control system and just use common sense with skidding, My other 2 vehicles don't have
skid control. Nothing I ever had did until this Sequoia. It should be a mandatory recall. I won't
pay that to fix it. How ironic that the VSC Track and engine lights came on at the same time at
exactly , miles. This is the 2nd time in 1. This part had better be under some sort of part
warranty. This has been a very reliable vehicle except when it seems the computer parts are
programmed to fail. I use to commute in heavy slow traffic in Seattle when my brake light would
come on when using the brakes in traffic. The dealer could not find a problem, since leaving
Seattle this problem has not repeated itself unless in slow heavy traffic. The brake light will go
off after the key is turned off and back on again. I have read other complaints about this and
now I am a victim as well. I have loved my toyota and I hope this doesn't change me forever.
THis is a real pain the in pocket book. Update from Jun 3, : I took my vehicle to a mechanic I
trust. He said he had to "re-calibrate" the skid control system several times, but he finally got
the VSC lights to stay off. He made no guarantees about how long this fix would last, but if you
are strapped for cash like I am, try to find a mechanic to do this for you instead of replacing the
computer. I start the car and pull out and a beeping alarm sounds, power is lost and there is a
horrible grinding noise. Once the car comes to a stop, the lights come on and then the car
drives normally. I am now aware of this problem and accelerate very gently until the lights come
on so as to avoid the beeping and grinding. Why should a computer failure have anything to do
with the wear and tear of the car? This should last for the LIFE of the vehicle, not just 68, miles
or less as others have attested. Of course, even my extended warranty expired at 60, miles. I will
not fix this unless I get a serious discount or it causes another problem. I just don't have the
money for it right now. I have had two other Toyotas and neither had any serious problems.
Toyota should recall it. Of course, my warranty was up 8, miles ago. I haven't fixed it yet
because I'm hoping to get a second opinion that costs a lot less. I've seen many others with this
problem on different blog sites but Toyota doesn't want to give me the time of day when I try to
complain about this needing to be paid for by Toyota. The brakes fluttered and there was a

grinding noise. I don't think Toyota will ever get my business again. This is the second major
problem I've had with this 3 year old car. I would not expect such a major piece of electronic
equipment to fail after only 60, miles. I would be very wary of buying another Sequoia based on
the feedback I see from other owners and my own experience. I never post to forums but felt
compelled to do so to try to protect other potential owners from making costly mistake. The
Customer Experience dept offered no help this time since they have alread
kia windshield
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y offered help! Again, I am amazed that so many people have this problem and it is not being
taken care of by Toyota, especially as this is a safety issue - this assists the brakes. Again - be
very cautious about purchasing a Sequoia until you have researched the reliability of these
vehicles. Here we go again with this recurring problem which I will again have to have "fixed" at
my expense, again, by the dealer. Why isn't there a recall on this item which I have read many
Tundra and Sequoia owners have had? If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Find a good Toyota mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A
free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. This "fix" apparently lasted 13 months until it happened again this week
as reported. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

